Note: Students have to appear in only one paper listed under Allied Subjects.

Subject | Sem. | Unique Paper Code | Description
--- | --- | --- | ---
2nd July, Thursday
Computer Science | VIII | 2343803 | Environmental Engineering
Electronics Science | VIII | 2513803 | Electrical Technology
Food Technology | VIII | 2203803 | Food Biotechnology
Instrumentation | VIII | 2513807 | Communication
Polymer Science | VIII | 1143803 | Computer programming and fundamentals

4th July, Saturday
Computer Science | VI | 2341604 | Strategic Human Resource Management
Electronics Science | VI | 2511604 | Digital Signal Processing
Food Technology | VI | 2203608 | Probability and Statistical Methods
Instrumentation | VI | 2511608 | Programming in C and Data Structures
Polymer Science | VI | 1143604 | Chemical Bonding

NOTE:-
- This is based on one time measure for academic session 2019-20 for final year in view of the Covid-19-Pandemic.
- The duration for examination is two hours only and one hour can be taken in addition to two hours for downloading question papers and scanning, uploading Answer sheets. The Total duration shall be Three (03) hours.
- In case of any discrepancy in the above date-sheet the same may be sent to email id i.e. examviconduct@gmail.com latest by 04.06.2020 (5:00 p.m.), after that no representation shall be accepted.
- Information given only on the University website i.e. www.du.ac.in shall be considered official

Delhi, the 29th May, 2020

(Prof. Vinay Gupta)
Dean (Examinations)